1 Stop Floor Care Announce Sustained
Incredible Growth
1 Stop Floor Care, March 25, 2019
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The set up of a new Company can be intimidating. However, it is sustained growth and continued success that provides evidence of
genuine success. 1 Stop Floor Care announce sustained growth through their many years of being in business.
PR9.NET March 25, 2019 - 1 Stop Floor Care are a stone floor cleaning and floor sanding Company based in Lancashire. They are
time-served professionals that specialise in the cleaning and restoration of hard floors. It becomes very evident that on discussion
with their skilled technicians that their passion for what they do is both deep-seated and stems from experienc. This ensures that each
and every client receives the highest-quality finishes and customer service as a result.
This combination has certainly allowed them to build on their business each year, growing in terms of new business and repeat
custom. A huge amount of growth has stemmed from their ability to offer commercial restoration work. Their provision can be tailored
to meet the needs of any project, however large or small. Their approach for each job is identical in their absolute need to achieve the
best-possible finishes for clients. They are able to offer information and advice to clients which further assists the process.
Experience and expertise mean that they are both helpful and approachable for existing clients and potential clients alike. Evidence of
their high-quality craftsmanship is available on their informative website. Each update is posted as an opportunity to provide details
about the job and advice where possible that can further support other individuals.
Gaining such highly-regarded commercial work has allowed them the opportunity on many occasions to showcase their talents. Each
opportunity has been met with vigour and has ensured further work is secured as a result of their service. It has also allowed them the
opportunity of gaining recommendations to other commercial clients, looking for a similar provision.
Ian Johnson, owner of 1 Stop Floor Care commented:
?We are well-trained and passionate about what we do. We invest heavily in the best-available machinery and products so that we
can provide exceptional results for each client. We believe in offering a first-class service, so this is at the forefront of our minds when
completing our floor restoration work. We are hard-working, professional and friendly and are so pleased that this has enabled our
sustained growth through our years in business.?
Sustained growth is an exceptional challenge. Many businesses struggle to meet this goal continuously, so it is incredibly important to
acknowledge such accolade when it is achieved. 1 Stop Floor Care have a rigorous approach to promotion through their website. This
is the focus of much of their marketing strategy and works through regular search engine optimisation and local targeting.
This, alongside their reputation for the delivery of outstanding finishes has formed the basis of their continued growth. Another factor
has been their diversification into additional fields such as floor sanding over the years. It is evident their growth strategies, both in
target setting and achievements has paid dividends.
1 Stop Floor Care have also offered further commitment to ongoing growth in the coming months and years. This driven approach
and strategy show their natural determination. This is both inspiring and commendable. Their business model is clearly working for
them and allows for a promising and prosperous future for a motivated and determined organisation.
Further information is available at https://www.1stopfloorcare.co.uk
To contact Ian, email info@1stopfloorcare.co.uk
###

About 1 Stop Floor Care
Stone floor cleaning and wood floor sanding specialists Lancashire. Professional floor cleaning and floor restoration experts in all
types of natural stone floors, including marble floors, slate tiles, travertine floor tiles, porcelain floors, marble polishing, limestone
floors and ceramic floor tiles. Professionally trained in general floor maintenance, floor restoration and offering a tile and grout sealing
service.
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